
Was the flat you want to rent first
occupied after 01.01.2014?

No Yes

The Mietendeckel
does not apply

The Mietendeckel
does apply (1)

Is this the first time
the building is being

rented?

No Yes

The
Mietpreisbremse

does not apply

The
Mietpreisbremse

does apply (3)

NOTES

(1) Calculate your Mietendeckel price here: https://mietendeckel.berlin.de/mieter/

(2) "Saniert" or "Modernisiert" in German. This means something has to have been
changed - like floors or bathrooms changed. Painting or new wallpaper does not count.

(3) Assumes there have been no changes to the flat - but to get to this box the building
has to be post-2014 anyway!

(4) Calculate your Mietspiegel price
here: https://stadtentwicklung.berlin.de/wohnen/mietspiegel/

Do you know how
much rent the

previous tenant paid?

No Yes

Calculate the
comparable local rent

price using the
Mietspiegel Website

(4)

Previous tenant's rent
was 109% of the

comparable local rent
or lower 

Previous tenant's rent
was 110% of the

comparable local rent
or higher 

Rent can be
increased to 110% of
the comparable local
rent, but no higher 

Rent cannot be
increased 

You can probably only
do something about

this in court

You have to
pay what is

advertised - the
Standard Price

Do you know how
much rent the

previous tenant paid?

No Yes

Calculate the
comparable local rent

price using the
Mietspiegel Website

(4)

Previous tenant's rent
was 109% of the

comparable local rent
or lower

Previous tenant's rent
was 110% of the

comparable local rent
or higher 

Rent can be
increased to 110% of
the comparable local
rent, but no higher 

This cannot be
increased

Has anything been
altered / improved in
the flat since the last

tenant moved out? (2)

No Yes

The
Mietpreisbremse

does not apply

The
Mietpreisbremse

does apply

This is your
Mietspiegel price

You can probably only
do something about

this in court

You have two rental
prices: the

Mietendeckel price,
and the

Standard price

You need to pay the
Mietendeckel price, and

save the difference
between the Mietendeckel

price and the Standard
price - these savings will

cover you if the Mietendeckel
is ruled unlawful

You have three rental
prices: the

Mietendeckel price,
the Mietspiegel
price, and the

Standard price

Are you ready to go
to court against your
landlord over this?

No WayYes, if necessary

You need to pay the
Mietendeckel price, and

save the difference
between the Mietendeckel
price and the Mietspiegel
price - this will cover you

if the Mietendeckel is
ruled unlawful. 

⚠  Your landlord will likely
demand the difference

between the Mietendeckel
price and the Standard

price (which is more than the
difference between the

Mietendeckel price and the
Mietspiegel price) - you will
probably need to go to court

to solve this, and there is
financial risk here!

This is your
Mietspiegel price

Are you ready to go
to court against your
landlord over this?

No WayYes, if necessary

If you went to
court you can

probably get your
rent reduced to the
Mietspiegel price
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to use this diagram with credit!

How to use this diagram
There are three types of rent controls in Berlin - the

Mietendeckel (Rent lid), the Mietpreisbremse
(Rent price brake) and the Mietenspiegel (Rent

mirror). This diagram explains the interplay between
these, and is correct as per the date above. Follow

the diagram from top to bottom.

Diagram is for information only - this does NOT
constitute legal advice! Use at your own risk!

https://mietendeckel.berlin.de/mieter/
https://stadtentwicklung.berlin.de/wohnen/mietspiegel/

